UCSF NON-AGP PRE-PROCEDURE POINT OF CARE (POC) ABBOTT ID NOW COVID-19 TESTING AT THE ASYMPTOMATIC TESTING CENTER (ATC)

**PROCEDURE CLINIC**
1. Clinic identifies patient who needs a procedure approved for pre-procedure POC testing through CATCH.
2. Clinic patient coordinator (PC) schedules the procedure appt. At the same time, PC schedules ATC appt 30 mins prior to the procedure arrival time.
3. PC indicates “POCT procedure clinic name” in the appt notes of ATC appt.
4. PC places the pt into “Care Path” to have pt enter CATCH workqueue.
   *If urgent add-on or same-day procedure, clinic RN/ APP to order the POC test

**PROCEDURES MOVING FROM PCR to POC (Current and Future)**
- IR - NJT, Thoracocentesis, Chest Pleurex
- Dx Rad: Head, Neck and Lung Biopsies
- ANCRE Clinic (Hyfrecation)
- Dermatology: Mohs, Laser Tx, PhotoRx
- Cath lab, EP Lab, CPET
- PPU: Liver and kidney biopsies
- CRTh: pre-stimulation testing, OB

**ORDERING OF PREPROCEDURE POC COVID TEST BY CATCH TEAM**
1. Patient shows up on the CATCH workqueue.
2. CATCH RN confirms it is a POCT approved procedure and places POC COVID order (Abbott ID Now) per RN protocol.
3. CATCH RN confirms there is an ATC appointment or schedules one if not.
4. CATCH RN informs procedure clinic that POCT order placed and removes patient from workqueue/ care path once POCT order placed.
   *If PCR more appropriate, CATCH RN to order & schedule PCR, cancel POCT appt and inform procedure clinic.

**DAY OF APPT AT ASYMPTOMATIC TESTING CENTER**
1. Patient arrives at the ATC 30 mins prior to procedure appt.
2. ATC staff checks in patient for ATC appt only.
3. Patient self-swabs while observed by ATC staff.
4. Patient will wait for their results at the ATC prior to proceeding to their appt/ house check-in.

**NEGATIVE POC RESULT**
1. ATC RN confirms patient is asymptomatic
2. ATC RN gives patient a red sticker card & informs pt of the need for a confirmatory test
3. ATC RN orders and collects a STAT COVID PCR
4. ATC RN cancels the patient on isolation and informs that CRISM team will contact patient.
5. ATC staff informs procedure clinic of POC positive result & confirms procedure is cancelled
   *If pt is symptomatic, ATC RN calls/ voicetes RSC Front Desk for an acute visit

**POSITIVE POC RESULT**
- It is rare that the appt cannot be delayed. ATC to escort pt to destination clinic as a PUI
- Can the Appt be Delayed?
  - Yes: Destination clinic cancels subsequent appts until confirmatory tests completed and informs subspecialty
  - No: Patient is discharged as PRESUMED COVID POSITIVE

**NEGATIVE**
1. 1st PCR result?
   - Positive: INCONGRUENT RESULTS: Confirmed Positive
     1. CRISM automatically notified of positive PCR
     2. CRISM notifies pt, PCR and subspecialist
     3. Destination clinic follows COVID-19 protocol for future appointments/treatments
     4. ATC RN calls central scheduling to cancel 2nd PCR, IgG and LH DriveThru/RSC appt
   - Negative: Repeat (2nd) PCR?

**POSITIVE**
1. CRISM RN reviews results with HEIP
2. HEIP clears COVID flag and updates POC result in APoX
3. CRISM RN explains results to patient and informs subspecialist
4. Destination clinic calls pt to reschedule. Schedule POC as well if >7 days

**PHONE NUMBERS:**
- **ATCs**
  - MB: 415.514.1406
  - MZ: 415.535.4925
  - PN: 415.514.1454/415.502.2930
- **RSCs**
  - MZ: 415.885.3549
  - PN: 415.535.2138
- **CATCH**
  - 415.502.3994

**SOCIAL WORK**
- FH: Rebecca Gates/ Angela Ho
- KH: Ted Scheel/ Erin Schwartz
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